Molecular structure and function of autoantigens in systemic sclerosis.
Autoantibodies in systemic sclerosis target a limited set of nuclear proteins, principally those of the nucleolus and RNA transcription complexes. These antibodies have proved helpful in diagnosis of this disease, and have been used extensively as probes of nuclear structure and function. Despite these advances, the events that initially trigger autoantibody production in systemic sclerosis are not yet known. While these ANA are not known to disrupt cellular processes by entering living cells, or to cause tissue injury (in contrast to SLE, where autoantibodies may mediate tissue damage), it seems likely that they do not merely represent epiphenomena of the disease. Rather, it is logical to assume that their origin is in some manner tied to etiology of systemic sclerosis, since they segregate by syndrome within the spectrum of this disease (for example, anti-kinetochore antibodies occur in limited cutaneous disease, and anti-topoisomerase I and anti-RNA polymerase antibodies occur in diffuse disease), and since they are distinct from the ANA found in other connective tissue diseases in their selectivity for the nucleolus and RNA polymerases.